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Abstract: In this paper we have implemented access control mechanism to develop an electronic 

wallet based system where security is the major concern. This 

system is widely used in banking and financial institutions. The 

funds of people are stored in digital wallet and its security is must. 

In order to enhance the security of digital Electronic wallets 

system we have introduced several security mechanisms such as 

one time password, Session based security, Cookies based 

security, Capcha, IP authentication, Cryptography. Here we have 

discussed the threats to security of digital wallet. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION 

There are lots of electronic wallet bases 

systems in market where people keep their 

digital cash. Here they make purchase of 

online recharge using this amount. Some 

time in case of banks the same wallets are 

used to make online fixed deposits or 

recurring deposits.  

There are lots of issues with existing 

ecommerce system that are used to buy 

online products. Usually buyer registers 

themselves and place order. Their orders are 

getting paid using net banking or credit card 

/debit card or their digital wallet.  

There are always threats to the existing 

digital wallet system from hacker. Someone 

may hack others digital wallet in order to 

buy product. The objective of our research is 

to enhance the security of digital wallet from 

external attacks. There is always threat to 

the personal details of user that are stored in 

remote database. Their information must be  

 

in such form that other person could not 

access it. 
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